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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Document Purpose

The purpose of this document is to provide a business level overview of the
Long Term Care Medical Assistance program, and the implementation of
this program within Cúram Medical Assistance™.

1.2 Audience

This document is intended for anyone interested in understanding the Cúram
implementation of the Long Term Care Medical Assistance Program. It is
intended for its readers to obtain a business level understanding of the pro-
gram, of the specific evidence recorded in the system for the program, the
activation of that evidence,and the creation and management of Long Term
Care case processing.

1.3 Available Documentation

Supporting documentation relating to Medical Assistance and associated
programs, including Long Term Care Medical Assistance can be found in
the Business Analysts guide titled "Cúram Global Medical Assistance Pro-
gram Guide". Caseworkers may also find the business guides for other Med-
ical Assistance programs useful. For Spend Down, see the "Cúram Medical
Assistance with SpendDown Guide". For Children's Health Insurance Pro-
gram, see "Cúram Children's Health Insurance Program Guide".
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Chapter 2

Long Term Care Medical Assistance Overview

2.1 About Long Term Care Medical Assistance

Long Term Care Medical Assistance is a Medical Assistance program that
provides coverage for individuals who require an institutional level of care
over an extended period of time. Long Term Care refers to the medical, so-
cial, personal care, and supportive services needed by people who have lost
some capacity for self-care because of old age or a chronic illness or a con-
dition. This definition generally excludes medical care for acute conditions;
however, post acute care, such as skilled nursing care and home health care,
is often classified as long-term care.

Long Term Care may be received in a medical institution or, for those for
whom it is possible to receive the same level of medical care at home, on a
home and community based services waiver program (HCBS). There are
many different Long Term Care waiver programs covered in different states,
the most common being Elderly, Physical Disabilities, Mental Retardation/
Developmental Disabilities (MR/DD) and Brain Injury. The term 'institu-
tionalized individual' refers to those on HCBS waiver programs as well as
those physically in medical or nursing home institutions.

The remainder of this section describes additional conditions which must be
met by individuals applying for Long Term Care Medical Assistance.

2.1.1 Certification Requirements

Institutionalized individuals who are eligible for, or in receipt of standard
Medical Assistance Services under one of the existing programs are auto-
matically eligible for nursing home or home and community based care un-
der a Long Term Care program. Institutionalized individuals who are cur-
rently not in receipt of or eligible for another Medical Assistance program,
but who are aged, blind or disabled according to SSA disability criteria may
also be eligible for Long Term Care coverage if they are within a special in-
come limit set by the state. Institutionalized individual's must also be certi-
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fied as needing a specified level of medical or nursing home care. This certi-
fication must be current, must be completed by a qualified physician within
a specified time period prior to application for Long Term Care, and must
be re-evaluated on a regular basis as specified by the state.

2.1.2 Income Limits

All applicants for Long Term Care Medical Assistance must pass an income
assessment. This income assessment determines whether or not an individu-
al's income is under the required income limits. In the initial month of eli-
gibility, the institutionalized individuals are categorized into an appropriate
income unit according to whether or not they are a single individual, an une-
mancipated child, married with an institutionalized spouse or married with a
community spouse. Once the individual is eligible for the first month, they
are usually treated as a single institutionalized individual for every month
thereafter.

2.1.3 Resource Limits

In addition to passing an income assessment, all applicants for Long Term
Care Medical Assistance must pass a resource assessment. This resource as-
sessment determines whether or not an individual's resources are under the
required resource limits. In the initial month of eligibility, institutionalized
individuals are categorized into the same units for resources as those used
for income. Once the individual is eligible for the first month they are usu-
ally treated as a single institutionalized individual for every month there-
after. Special provisions called Spousal Impoverishment provisions apply to
individuals who became institutionalized after 1989 and who have a com-
munity spouse.

Spousal Impoverishment is a term used to refer to additional benefits
provided to a couple when only one spouse resides in a medical institution
and the other spouse is in the community, or when only one spouse is eli-
gible for Home and Community Based Waiver services and the other is not.
The purpose of this provision is to allow the community spouse to keep ad-
ditional resources. Under spousal impoverishment provisions, an institution-
alized individual may receive Long Term Care Medical Assistance if he or
she agrees to bring his or her resources below the resource limit by transfer-
ring them to his or her spouse within a specified time known as the 'protec-
ted period'.

2.1.4 Declaration of Resources

In Long Term Care, an individual must declare information about resources
they, their spouse or any individual acting on their behalf have transferred to
another individual within a specified period of time prior to application,
known as the 'lookback period'. This information is required to determine if
the individual transferred the resource specifically in order to qualify for
Long Term Care Medical Assistance, in which case they would be ineligible

Cúram Long Term Care Medical Assistance Guide
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for a period related to the invalid transfer amount. The look-back period is a
constant time-frame and is 36 months or 60 months depending on the type
of resource and when the resource was transferred.

2.1.5 Individual Contributions

Unlike other Medical Assistance programs, the full liability for nursing
home or waiver care is not usually completely incurred by the Medical As-
sistance agency - the institutionalized individual must usually contribute to
their cost of care. The amount paid by the institutionalized individual is
based on their total monthly income with some deductions made for person-
al needs, family dependents, shelter allowances and earned income.

2.2 The Cúram Long Term Care Program

The Cúram Long Term Care Medical Assistance™ program operates simil-
arly to the other Cúram programs in that the caseworker enters evidence for
an individual and his or her family which is evaluated against a set of rules
to determine whether or not an individual is eligible for coverage. Long
Term Care eligibility determination is run as part of the existing cascading
eligibility workflow and has an equal priority in the hierarchy of Medical
Assistance Program eligibility as other Categorically Needy Programs and
Medically Needy Programs, but it takes place before Cost Sharing Programs
and Medically Needy Programs with SpendDown. Long Term Care is also
available as a SpendDown program.

The Long Term Care program is unique in that system processing function-
ality is triggered when evidence is activated and before eligibility is
checked. This functionality checks whether or not the evidence suggests that
the institutionalized individual should be sanctioned for transferring assets
specifically in order to qualify for Long Term Care coverage.

Also unique to the Long Term Care program is the automatic generation of
spousal impoverishment records at product delivery level under spousal im-
poverishment provisions. The function of this record is to enable the system
to monitor the transfer of assets from an institutionalized spouse to their
community spouse. The Long Term Care program also includes functional-
ity to calculate the amount an individual must pay towards their own cost of
care as part of patient pay liability regulations.

2.2.1 Long Term Care Evidence

The Cúram Long Term Care Medical Assistance program uses much of the
existing Cúram Medical Assistance evidence. Each of the following evid-
ence categories, however, has been extended to enable the system to auto-
matically determine an individual's eligibility for the Long Term Care Pro-
gram. The evidence chapter provides a summary of the evidence entities
that are necessary to capture the additional information required to enable
the system to automatically determine the client's eligibility for the Long

Cúram Long Term Care Medical Assistance Guide
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Term Care Medical Assistance programs. Existing standard medical assist-
ance evidence, although used in this program, is not specified in this
chapter.

Extensions to Household Evidence

The household evidence has been extended to include entities to record
medical institution and level of care information for an institutionalized in-
dividual as well as the facility to record a temporary absence from an insti-
tution. New evidence has also been added to aid in patient pay liability
amount calculations.

Extensions to Income Evidence

The income evidence has been extended to include entities to record annuity
income as well as entities and functionality to enable an income trust sched-
ule to be set up and existing income assigned to it.

Extensions to Resource Evidence

Although the Long Term Care program uses much of existing Medical As-
sistance resource evidence, there have been some significant changes in how
evidence is recorded in this area. The existing evidence has been changed to
require a caseworker to record ownership evidence for each resource. The
resource itself is now recorded without being attributed to any household
member and every individual's percentage ownership of that resource is re-
corded separately (even if there is only one owner).

New functionality has also been added to enable caseworkers to transfer
ownership from one individual to another and to keep records of such trans-
actions. This functionality is necessary for resource transfer sanction de-
termination and spousal impoverishment processing. The resource evidence
has also been extended to include entities to record annuity and annuity be-
neficiary evidence and the addition of repayment terms to certain types of li-
quid resource evidence.

Extensions to Expense Evidence

The expense evidence has been extended to include a new evidence entity to
record legal guardian expense information for use in patient pay liability de-
termination.

2.2.2 Long Term Care Evidence Activation Processing

Evidence activation for Long Term Care Medical Assistance has been ex-
tended to determine whether or not Resource Transfer Sanctions apply to
the individual. When evidence is activated on an Integrated Case that in-
cludes medical institution evidence, the following processing occurs auto-
matically:

Cúram Long Term Care Medical Assistance Guide
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• Creation of Automatic Resource Transfer Record(s)

• Creation of Resource Transfer Sanction Record(s)

• Creation of Sanction Member Record(s)

This chapter describes what is involved in each of these processing steps
and why they are run.

2.2.3 Eligibility Determination and Product Delivery Case Cre-
ation

Eligibility Determination for the Long Term Care Medical Assistance pro-
gram includes system processing to determine spousal impoverishment val-
ues. It also provides results from which a user can choose to add a program,
which means creating a product delivery case. This also includes the steps
necessary to create a Long Term Care product delivery case and view
spousal impoverishment details.

2.2.4 Additional Long Term Care Processing

There are a number of ways in which the system handles the reassessment
of a case when a change of circumstance is recorded. For example, the sys-
tem handles reassessment for a Long Term Care product delivery case in a
specific way when evidence changes in circumstances are activated at the
integrated case level. The Additional Long Term Care Processing chapter
describes this change of circumstance processing as well as describing how
eligibility can be renewed on a product delivery at the end of the certifica-
tion period. This chapter also describes new functionality that has been in-
cluded for Long Term Care Medical Assistance to enable caseworkers to
transfer ownership of a resource from one individual to another or from an
individual to a trust.

Cúram Long Term Care Medical Assistance Guide
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Chapter 3

Long Term Care Evidence

3.1 Introduction

During eligibility determination, the system evaluates an individual's or
household's evidence against rules to determine the individual or house-
hold's potential eligibility for medical assistance care. This overview out-
lines the evidence used specifically for Long Term Care Medical Assistance
eligibility determination and includes information on new entities created
for this program as well as changes to existing entities. Long Term Care
evidence can be entered at any time during the eligibility process.

Although Long Term Care medical assistance coverage applies to a single
individual, it is necessary to capture details of that person's family member's
personal circumstances, income, resources and expenses. This is because in
initial eligibility determination, the institutionalized individual may be as-
sessed in a unit with one or more family members. Also deductions may ap-
ply for family member's expenses in the determination of the patient pay li-
ability towards cost of care.

Once the individual is deemed eligible, they are treated as a single institu-
tionalized individual thereafter.

3.2 Extensions to Household Evidence

An individual must be either living in an institution or participating in a
home and community based waiver services program to qualify for Long
Term Care medical assistance.

Medical Institution evidence records details of a household member's stay in
a medical institution or participation in a Home and Community Based
Waiver program. These details include information on the institution type
and the date entered as well as information on who placed the individual in
the institution. A Medical Institution may be defined as a state licensed
Medical Assistance qualified nursing home or a Home and Community
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Based Waiver. Inpatient psychiatric hospitals, out of state rehabilitation cen-
ters, and boarding and shelter homes do not fall under the definition of Med-
ical Institution. Home and Community Based waivers provide Medical As-
sistance funds to help people who would be eligible for nursing home care
to remain in their own homes or other community-based settings. The Home
and Community Based Waivers covered by the Cúram Medical Assistance
Long Term Care program are Brain Injury Waiver, Physical Disabilities
Waiver, Mentally Retarded/Developmentally Disabled (MR/DD) Waiver
and Elderly Waiver.

Medical Institution Temporary Absence evidence records details of an indi-
vidual's temporary absence from a Medical Institution or from a Waiver
Program. Reasons for such an absence include hospitalization or a family
visit. In general, an individual will be allowed to leave the institution for a
period of 14 days without losing Long Term Care Coverage.

To be eligible for Long Term Care coverage, an individual must require one
of a specified list of levels of care and be certified as such by a qualified
physician. Level of Care evidence captures details of the level of care re-
quired by the individual.

The Long Term Care program uses the existing Medical Assistance disabil-
ity evidence to determine whether or not an individual may qualify under a
disability category. The disability entity has been extended to include extra
disability types that apply specifically to Long Term Care medical assist-
ance,

If a household member is eligible for the Long Term Care program, a post
eligibility process is carried out which calculates how much the household
member should contribute towards their 'cost of care'. The 'cost of care'
amount or patient pay liability for a household member, is determined based
on their total monthly income with some deductions made for their personal
needs, medical expenses, spouse and family dependents. Cost Of Care Al-
lowance evidence captures details to support this process, for example,
whether or not an institutionalized individual agrees to give their com-
munity spouse a deductible amount or whether or not a court has determined
the amount to be paid to the spouse.

Spousal Cooperation evidence records details of the willingness of a house-
hold member to cooperate with an institutionalized spouse when establish-
ing eligibility for Long Term Care Medical Assistance under Spousal Im-
poverishment provisions. Spousal Impoverishment processing carries out an
assessment on the resources of both spouses. It is presumed that all spousal
resources are actually available. In cases where spousal resources can be
proved to be unavailable, i.e. one member of a couple, a community spouse,
refuses to cooperate with Medicaid, or in cases where a spouse cannot be
found, the client may obtain Long Term Care Medical Assistance coverage
by assigning spousal support rights to the State and allowing the State to
pursue the Community Spouse for withheld resources.

3.3 Extensions to Resource Evidence

Cúram Long Term Care Medical Assistance Guide
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Resource evidence is used extensively in eligibility determination for the
Long Term Care Medical Assistance program. It is used in system pro-
cessing on evidence activation (and before eligibility determination) to de-
termine whether or not an individual, their spouse or any individual acting
on their behalf has transferred an asset in order to qualify for Long Term
Care medical assistance. If it is determined that this is so, then a sanction
may be applied against the individual preventing them from receiving Long
Term Care Medical Assistance coverage for a period of time. The Resource
Transfer and Ownership evidence entities have been extended to include in-
formation needed for this sanction determination.

Resource evidence is also used in Long Term Care eligibility determination
in the traditional way to determine whether or not an individual is resource
eligible under a specified resource limit. For institutionalized individuals
with community spouses, spousal impoverishment calculations may also be
performed on this evidence to determine whether or not they qualify for
Long Term Care coverage with the provision that they transfer ownership of
a certain amount of their assets within a specified period of time.

The resource and ownership entities have been changed to attribute owner-
ship evidence to every resource. The participant and ownership type details
have been removed from the Business Asset, Trust, Property, Burial Plot,
Vehicle and Liquid resource entities. This information is now recorded on
the ownership entity. At least one ownership evidence record must be added
for a resource. Ownership evidence captures the percentage of a business,
property, burial plot, vehicle, annuity, life insurance policy, or liquid re-
source owned by an individual. The percentage owned is used to determine
the individual's share of the resource or the business. An ownership record is
added for each participant, specifying their percentage share of the resource.
Ownership evidence has also been extended to record details of the transfer
of ownership of a resource to another individual or trust and the reversal of
a transfer of ownership to an individual. Note that it is not possible to re-
verse a resource transfer from an individual to a trust.

The resource evidence has also been extended to include annuity and annu-
ity beneficiary entities. Annuity evidence captures details such as the name
of the institution with whom the annuity is held, the type of institution, the
value of the annuity, and the annuity type. Annuity beneficiary evidence
relates directly to the annuity and captures details of the annuity beneficiar-
ies associated with the annuity. It includes information such as the name of
the annuity beneficiary, the relationship of the purchaser to the annuity be-
neficiary and the type of annuity beneficiary. At least one ownership, annu-
ity beneficiary and annuity income evidence records, must be added for an-
nuity evidence.

3.4 Extensions to Income Evidence

The existing income evidence is used in Long Term Care eligibility determ-
ination with some additions. It is important to note that there is a special in-
come limit (SIL) for Long Term Care against which every institutionalized

Cúram Long Term Care Medical Assistance Guide
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individual must be assessed, regardless of whether or not they qualify under
income rules for any other medical assistance program.

Income Trust Schedule evidence captures details of the incomes and the
portions of which that a participant has agreed to place in an Income Trust
in order to be income eligible for the Long Term Care Medical Assistance
program. States which do not allow individuals to use SpendDown to be-
come income eligible for coverage generally allow individuals to place their
excess income into a non countable Income trust in order to become income
eligible for medical assistance coverage for Long Term Care services. The
income trust has the provision that the State is created as the primary benefi-
ciary and upon the death of the individual, the State is reimbursed for all
medical assistance costs related to the individual. The income assigned to
the income trust is not counted for income eligibility, but is counted when
determining the individuals liability to their cost of care for the Long Term
Care program.

Assign Income evidence records details of income of certain types which is
assigned to the trust schedule.

Annuity Income evidence captures details of regular payments made from
an annuity to an annuitant. An annuitant is an individual or an organization
who will benefit either solely or partially from the annuity. Annuity income
can only be recorded when there is a annuity record. Annuity income in-
cludes interest and dividends earned from a annuity or regular cash with-
drawals from an annuity.

3.5 Extensions to Expense Evidence

The existing expense evidence is used in Long Term Care eligibility determ-
ination with the addition of the Legal Guardian Expense entity. Legal
Guardian Expense evidence captures details of a Legal Guardian Expense
incurred by a household member. A Legal Guardian is an individual who is
appointed to represent the household member. If the Legal Guardian charges
a monthly fee, this fee can be deducted as an expense from the household
member's gross monthly income during the post eligibility income calcula-
tions to determine the patient pay liability.

Cúram Long Term Care Medical Assistance Guide
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Chapter 4

Long Term Care Evidence Activation Processing

4.1 Introduction

As mentioned earlier in this guide, evidence activation processing has been
extended to determine whether or not Resource Transfer Sanctions apply to
the individual. The extended processing only occurs when evidence is activ-
ated on an Integrated Case that includes medical institution evidence. This is
because this processing is only relevant for Long Term Care Medical Insti-
tution cases and all individuals applying for this program will have medical
institution evidence.

This chapter describes the automatic processing which occurs on evidence
activation to create the necessary records to track Resource Transfer Sanc-
tions. This chapter also describes how a user can access these records in the
system once they have been created.

4.2 Automatic Processing on Evidence Activation

This section describes in detail the processing that occurs on evidence activ-
ation which results in the automatic creation of automatic resource transfer
records, resource transfer sanction records, and sanction member records.

4.2.1 Automatic Creation of Automatic Resource Transfer Re-
cords

When evidence is activated on an Integrated Case that includes medical in-
stitution evidence, the system is triggered to evaluate this type of evidence
in order to determine if there is an invalid resource transfer, and if so to cre-
ate an Automatic Resource Transfer record. The circumstances used to de-
termine whether or not there is an invalid resource transfer are described as
follows.
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On application for Long Term Care Medical Assistance Programs, an insti-
tutionalized individual's total countable resources must be less than or equal
to the state defined resource limit. In order to achieve this, an institutional-
ized individual may transfer some resources to reduce his/her resources.
System processing can determine which resource transfers are valid and
which are done specifically to qualify for Long Term Care coverage. Re-
sources transfers can be recorded manually by the caseworker using the Re-
source Transfer or Ownership entities. However, resource transfers also oc-
cur when specific types of evidence are added which are not deemed to be
actuarially sound or seem to be benefiting someone other than the institu-
tionalized individual. For example, when an individual creates a trust fund
for which they are not the beneficiary or creates an annuity which will pay
out for longer than their life expectancy. When evidence is activated on an
integrated Case that includes institutional evidence the system is triggered to
evaluate this type of evidence in order to determine if there is an invalid re-
source transfer, and if so to create an Automatic Resource Transfer record.

The system automatically creates an Automatic Resource Transfer record
for liquid resource, property, annuity or trust evidence of certain types that
is added or updated for the institutionalized household member or their
community spouse, if the uncompensated value for the record is calculated
to be greater than zero. The uncompensated value is the amount that the in-
dividual transferred to another without receiving adequate compensation.
The system determines the uncompensated value from rules and calculations
according to the specific type of evidence. For example, if someone has a
life estate with powers ownership of their property, there will always be an
associated uncompensated value which is calculated using the appropriate
life estate factor for their age.

4.2.2 Automatic Creation of Resource Transfer Sanction Re-
cords

When evidence is activated on a case that includes medical institution evid-
ence, the system is also triggered to evaluate evidence on the Ownership,
Resource Transfer and Automatic Resource Transfer evidence entities to de-
termine if there have been any invalid resource transfers. For any resources
that have been transferred for less than fair market value (have an uncom-
pensated value), the system runs the appropriate rules to determine if the re-
source transfer merits a penalty sanction. For example, institutionalized in-
dividuals are allowed to transfer resources to a spouse or blind or disabled
child without being penalized. If the resource should be subject to a penalty,
the system will automatically create a Resource Transfer Sanction record for
the 'invalid' transfer of the resource, the duration of which is automatically
determined by dividing the uncompensated value of the resource transfer by
the average monthly nursing home private pay rate in effect at the time of
the transfer.

As a result of recent legislative changes, the method of calculating the sanc-
tion period and the sanction start date vary depending on whether the re-
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source transfer occurred before or after February 8th, 2006.

4.2.3 Automatic Creation of Sanction Member Records

Once Resource Transfer Sanction records have been created for each invalid
resource transfer, the system automatically collates all records with dates
that overlap into a single Sanction Member record for the household mem-
ber. This is because overlapping resource transfer sanctions are applied con-
secutively. Resource Transfer Sanction record dates can overlap if a case-
worker transferred a resource that generated a resource sanction that fell
within another Resource Transfer Sanction record's dates.

The start date of the Sanction Member record is usually set to the earliest
disqualification start date of the individual Resource Transfer Sanction re-
cords for the household member. The system derives the end date of the
Sanction Member record from the combined durations of all overlapping
Resource Transfer Sanction records for the individual. In the case where
both members of a couple are institutionalized, any sanctions are divided
equally between them.

This process is repeated for any subsequent Resource Transfer Sanction re-
cords.

4.2.4 Viewing Records Created in Automatic Processing

Once the system has created records for the automatic resource transfers, re-
source transfer sanctions and sanction member records these records can be
viewed from the Integrated Case Member record.

Sanctions generated from invalid resource transfers can be identified by the
sanction type of 'Invalid Resource Transfer'. From these records the case-
worker can drill down to individual resource transfer sanction record details
and the resources associated with these records. Details of any automatic re-
source transfers can also be viewed at Integrated Case level.

Cúram Long Term Care Medical Assistance Guide
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Chapter 5

Eligibility Determination and Product Delivery
Case Creation

5.1 Introduction

The Cúram Medical Assistance module currently provides the capability to
determine Medical Assistance eligibility for the Categorically Needy Med-
ical Assistance Programs, Medically Needy Programs and Medically Needy
programs with SpendDown. The Medical Assistance Program has been ex-
tended to include the Long Term Care Programs for institutionalized indi-
viduals who are in receipt of or eligible for other Medical Assistance pro-
grams, or who are aged, blind or disabled and qualify within a special in-
come limit. The Long Term Care programs are also available with a Spend-
Down option.

This chapter provides a high level summary of the check eligibility process
for medical assistance programs including Long Term Care. The check eli-
gibility process creates eligibility results. This chapter also describes the
process for viewing eligibility results for medical assistance programs in-
cluding Long Term Care. A user can decide to create a Long Term Care
product delivery case for individuals who are deemed eligible. The final
section of this guide is on the create product delivery case process.

5.2 Check Eligibility for Medical Assistance Programs
including Long Term Care

The Check Medical Assistance Eligibility process has been extended to in-
clude eligibility determination for the Long Term Care program. The work-
flow and rules for Long Term Care eligibility are executed for any individu-
al who has a Medical Institution record. Long Term Care Medical Assist-
ance has an equal priority in the hierarchy of Medical Assistance Program
eligibility as other Categorically Needy Programs and Medically Needy Pro-
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grams, but it takes place before Cost Sharing Programs and Medically
Needy Programs with SpendDown.

Starting the eligibility check will trigger the categorical eligibility workflow
which will determine whether or not an individual with medical institution
evidence is categorically eligible for Long Term Care coverage. The system
will then identify the appropriate income and resource unit for any eligible
individual(s). The possible income and resource groups in the month of eli-
gibility are a institutionalized disabled or blind child, a single institutional-
ized individual, a married couple where both are institutionalized or a mar-
ried institutionalized individual with a community spouse. In the month fol-
lowing the month of eligibility and every month thereafter, an institutional-
ized individual is treated as a single individual income and resource unit.

In all cases, the rules will determine whether the individual passes the non
financial requirements, level of care and 30 consecutive day requirements.
The system will then run through the income and resource rules for the ap-
propriate income and resource unit.

In the case of a blind or disabled institutionalized child, the income and re-
sources of the parents are deemed to the child in the month of eligibility.
The child must then qualify under specific Long Term Care income and re-
source limits. A single institutionalized individual must also qualify under
the same income and resource limits. Each member of a couple, where both
spouses are institutionalized are treated separately. The income of only the
institutionalized spouse is counted against the income limit but the resources
of both spouses are counted together and compared to twice the resource
limit for a single individual.

If the income/resource unit determined is 'institutionalized individual with
community spouse', and the individual was institutionalized before October
1989, the system executes the same rules as for a single institutionalized in-
dividual. If the individual was institutionalized on or after October 1989,
spousal impoverishment processing is performed.

Spousal Impoverishment calculations are performed by rules. The system
determines the value of all countable assets belonging to the institutional-
ized individual and the community spouse on a special date called the As-
sessment Date. The rules processing determines an appropriate Spousal
Share for each spouse. If the institutionalized individual's Spousal Share is
above the state defined asset limit for Long Term Care Medical Assistance
Programs (usually $2000), and the Community Spouse's Spousal Share is
below the Maximum Spousal Share, the institutionalized individual must re-
duce their share of the assets, usually by transferring them to the community
spouse.

Rules processing within the system calculates the amount of assets to be
transferred and this amount is displayed as part of the eligibility decision.
The institutionalized individual must agree to transfer the required amount
of assets within a specified period defined by the state, known as the protec-
ted period. Once the caseworker selects the Product Delivery, this informa-
tion is stored in the Spousal Impoverishment entity.
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Once an individual passes the eligibility rules for Long Term Care Medical
Assistance, the system triggers assessment to run post-eligibility rules to de-
termine the individual's contribution towards their cost of care. This is the
monthly amount an individual is obligated to pay to a medical institution,
nursing home, or HCB waiver services provider for their care. The individu-
al's contribution towards their cost of care for the month is determined as
gross monthly income less allowable deductions/allowances. The allow-
ances/deductions specific to these calculations are the Earned Income De-
duction, the Personal Needs Allowance, the Community Spouse Allowance,
the Family Dependent Allowance, the Medical Expense Deduction, the
Home Maintenance Allowance and the Legal Guardian Expense Deduction.
The remaining amount after the deductions/allowances are applied is the in-
dividual's contribution towards their cost of care for the month. This amount
is displayed as part of the eligibility decision.

If an institutionalized individual fails Long Term Care eligibility because of
excess income, they can use the Check Medical Assistance with Spend-
Down button to check eligibility for Long Term Care with SpendDown pro-
grams. For more information on SpendDown, see the guide the "Cúram
SpendDown Medical Assistance Guide ".

5.3 View Eligibility Decisions for Medical Assistance
Programs including Long Term Care

Upon completion of the check Medical Assistance workflow, a task is cre-
ated in the caseworker's inbox. This task links to a list of Medical Assist-
ance Eligibility Results. These results are the Medical Assistance programs
for which the household members are eligible, including Long Term Care
programs, where appropriate. The list of the Long Term Care Medical As-
sistance Programs under which an institutionalized individual may poten-
tially be eligible is as follows:

• Long Term Care - Institutional

• Long Term Care - Elderly Waiver

• Long Term Care - Physical Disability Waiver

• Long Term Care - Brain Injury Waiver

• Long Term Care - MR/DD Waiver

Additional information has been added to household members displayed in
eligibility results which describes some conditions of eligibility specific to
Long Term Care Programs. These are the Patient Pay Liability and Asset
Transfer Required information details.

Patient Pay Liability refers to the requirement for the institutionalized indi-
vidual to contribute to their own cost of care. The amount of income that an
individual must pay towards their cost of care is appended to the Household
Member details on the Medical Assistance Eligibility Results.
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Asset Transfer Required refers to the amount of assets that an institutional-
ized individual must agree to transfer to their spouse within a defined pro-
tected period according to spousal impoverishment rules. The amount of re-
sources required to be transferred within this period is appended to the
Household Member details on the Medical Assistance Eligibility Results.

Note that the caseworker can also view a list of ineligible decisions from the
Medical Eligibility Results.

5.4 Create Long Term Care Medical Assistance
Product Delivery Case

Caseworkers can create Long Term Care product delivery cases for house-
hold members who are eligible for Long Term Care programs as displayed
in Medical Assistance eligibility results. The selection of a Long Term Care
Medical Assistance program may have implications for other members of
the household on other Medical Assistance programs. For example, a
Household Member who is currently in receipt of LIFC, but who has left the
home and entered a medical institution (not a HCBS Waiver) for Long Term
Care is no longer considered to be resident in the home and is therefore in-
eligible for LIFC. If there is no other caretaker relative in the home, LIFC
will be terminated for all members of the household. Similarly, selecting a
Long Term Care Medical Assistance program where a transfer of assets is
required assumes that the institutionalized individual has agreed to transfer
assets to their spouse. In certain cases, this transfer of assets may render the
community spouse ineligible for an existing Medical Assistance program. It
is up to the caseworker to discuss the options and their implications with the
household member(s) concerned.

When the caseworker applies for a Long Term Care program, a program de-
livery and, where appropriate, spousal impoverishment record are created
for the client. The caseworker enters a receipt date for the selected Long
Term Care medical assistance program, and creates the program. When the
caseworker confirms that they wish to create the selected Medical Assist-
ance program the product delivery case can be viewed. In the case of Long
Term Care programs, this assumes that the household member concerned is
willing to accept any existing conditions of eligibility, i.e. patient pay liabil-
ity.

Long Term Medical Assistance functionality uses existing product delivery
functionality within the product with the addition of an extra link to view
the spousal Impoverishment record. The system automatically creates the
Spousal Impoverishment Details record for a Long Term Care Medical As-
sistance product delivery when the Product Delivery is created for a case
that has spousal impoverishment conditions. Spousal Impoverishment de-
tails include information on the Minimum and Maximum Spousal Share,
start and end date of the protected period and the amount of asset transfer
currently required.

Please note that for Long Term Medical Assistance program cases, the fin-
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ancial group displayed on the Product Delivery Home page may differ for
initial eligibility and ongoing eligibility. This is because the income and re-
source unit for Long Term Care Medical Assistance Programs changes once
the institutionalized individual has become eligible.
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Chapter 6

Additional Long Term Care Processing

6.1 Introduction

This chapter covers the following additional Long Term care Processing

• Change in Circumstance Processing

• Eligibility Renewal

• Manual Ownership Transfer Process

6.2 Change in Circumstance Processing

Change of circumstances processing occurs when there has been an evid-
ence change on the Integrated Case. When a change of circumstances has
occurred which impacts a Long Term Care product delivery case, the sys-
tem reassesses that case. Reassessment differs from eligibility renewal in
that only a subset of rules are run in reassessment. Reassessment detects
whether an individual is still eligible for Long Term Care and whether there
is a change in their cost of care liability. Reassessment also detects when re-
sources are transferred that are required for spousal impoverishment, and re-
sources that are transferred illegally after eligibility has been established.

This section provides an overview of change in circumstance processing
when evidence changes are made at the Integrated Case Level and when
changes result in the individual being no longer eligible. This section also
summarizes the impact of specific evidence changes on Long Term Care eli-
gibility.

6.2.1 Evidence Changes at the Integrated Case Level

On Integrated Cases that include medical institution evidence, certain evid-
ence changes trigger case processing and rules processing regardless of
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whether or not there is an active product delivery. For example, when an in-
dividual is determined ineligible for Long Term Care coverage due to sanc-
tions imposed from transferring assets to another individual, then transfer-
ring the assets back may render them eligible for Long Term Care coverage.
In this case, transferring the asset back will trigger case processing to rede-
termine the sanction period, if any.

Other evidence changes that trigger case processing are resource evidence
changes that trigger the generation of Automatic Resource Transfer evid-
ence records, evidence changes that involve the Resource Transfer or Own-
ership entities and changes in institutionalization of sanctioned household
members.

The history of application for any individual applying for Long Term Care
coverage must be started from when they first apply for Long Term Care
and are institutionalized, regardless of whether or not they are eligible for
coverage.

6.2.2 Changes in Circumstances Causing Ineligibility

Certain evidence changes cause the individual to lose coverage in the month
after the change occurs. In this case, the system automatically closes the
Product Delivery and sets the end date to the last day of the month in which
the change occurred. Some examples of this type of evidence are when the
individual's income is no longer within the program income limits or when
the individual or community spouse performs an invalid resource transfer

6.2.3 Impact of Evidence Changes on Long Term Care Eligibil-
ity

This section describes the impact that specific evidence changes can have on
Long Term Care eligibility.

Household Changes

Household member changes have the potential to enable household mem-
bers to be eligible for different program options. In general, the removal or
addition of other household members will not impact the eligibility of the
institutionalized individual although, if the household member who is re-
moved is a spouse or a dependent of the institutionalized individual, the case
will be reassessed for patient pay liability amounts.

Income Changes

Once eligibility has been determined for an institutionalized individual they
are treated as a single income unit thereafter, and must always have income
under a specified Long Term Care income limit. New/changed income evid-
ence will trigger reassessment to run the Income Eligibility rules for Long
Term Care for a single institutionalized individual. If the rules determine
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that the individual is over the income limit then they are ineligible for Long
Term Care from the beginning of the following month. If the rules determ-
ine that the individual is still within the income limit the system will trigger
reassessment to run post eligibility rules to redetermine the individual's con-
tribution towards cost of care. An increase in income is likely to cause the
individual to contribute more to their cost of care. Likewise, a decrease in
income will reduce the individual's contribution to their cost of care. The re-
assessment will display the new amount in the reassessment result.

Income changes for a spouse or household member who is a family depend-
ent will trigger reassessment to run the post eligibility rules for cost of care.
The new contribution to cost of care will be displayed in the result. Income
changes for any other household member will have no effect on the institu-
tionalized individual's Long Term Care coverage.

Expense Changes

Changes in expense evidence for the institutionalized individual can poten-
tially affect allowable income deductions and the post eligibility cost of care
amount - the system will trigger reassessment to run the Income rules for a
single institutionalized individual. Providing the individual is still eligible
the system will run the post eligibility rules to determine the new contribu-
tion towards cost of care.

Expense changes for a spouse will trigger reassessment to run the post eli-
gibility rules to redetermine the cost of care. Expense changes for any other
household member will have no effect on the institutionalized individual's
Long Term Care coverage

Resource Changes

Once eligibility has been determined for an institutionalized individual
(without spousal impoverishment) they are treated as a single resource unit
thereafter and must always have resources under a specified Long Term
Care resource limit. Any new resource evidence recorded for the individual,
including resource transfer evidence will trigger reassessment to run the Re-
source Eligibility rules for Long Term Care for a single institutionalized in-
dividual. If the rules determine that the individual is over the resource limit
then they are ineligible for Long Term Care from the beginning of the fol-
lowing month. Any new or updated resource transfer, liquid resource, own-
ership, property, trust or annuity evidence for the individual or community
spouse for an active integrated case also triggers reassessment to run the
case and rules processing for sanctions.

When eligibility has been determined for an institutionalized individual with
spousal impoverishment, any resource changes must be monitored against
allowable amounts in the spousal impoverishment record (which is managed
by case processing) once they are within the protected period. In this case
they are not subject to the normal resource test until the spousal impoverish-
ment record is closed (once they are still eligible). Each resource transfer to
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the spouse has the potential to complete the protected period, or to reduce
the amount that must be transferred to the spouse.

6.3 Eligibility Renewal

Long Term Care provides twelve months of continuous coverage to eligible
applicants. In order to continue Long Term Care coverage beyond twelve
months, a re-evaluation of the Long Term Care categorical eligibility work-
flow and rules must be run, for the specific Long Term Care program that
the individual is currently in receipt of. If eligibility is redetermined, eligible
applicants can continue to receive Long Term Care for a subsequent twelve
month period without any break in coverage.

The renewal month is the last month an enrollee is eligible to receive Long
Term Care in a twelve month enrollment period, (last month of certifica-
tion). In the month prior to the renewal month, notification is sent to the en-
rollee informing them that eligibility must be renewed. At certification re-
newal an individual is always treated as a single individual. A system task is
generated for the case worker to renew the Long Term Care product deliv-
ery. To renew Long Term Care product delivery the caseworker selects the
Renew link on the Long Term Care Product Delivery Home Page. A new
product delivery is not created, the existing Long Term Care Product Deliv-
ery is re-certified.

During eligibility renewal only eligibility for the particular Long Term Care
program that the individual is currently in receipt of is tested.

If the individual is determined eligible for continued Long Term Care cover-
age the caseworker can renew the existing product delivery. If an individual
is determined ineligible for continued Long Term Care coverage a task is
generated for the case worker to check eligibility for all medical assistance
programs.

6.4 Manual Ownership Transfer Process

New functionality has been added for Long Term Care Medical Assistance
to enable caseworkers to manually transfer ownership of resources from one
individual to another individual or from an individual to a trust. With this
functionality, case processing is used to determine correct ownership per-
centages, update old ownership records and generate new ownership re-
cords.

Ownership transfer evidence is required for enabling resource transfers in
line with spousal impoverishment conditions as well as for determining
sanctions for Long Term Care.

When a resource is recorded in the system, the case worker must add owner-
ship records for each participant who has an ownership interest in the re-
source. When creating an ownership record, the system populates the new
ownership record with values for resourceType and ItemType based on the
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resource that the ownership record is linked to and calculates and stores the
value of the resource owned by a participant based on their percentage own-
ership.

A household member may transfer their ownership of a resource to another
individual. When the additional ownership transfer evidence is saved, the
system updates the household member's ownership record with the transfer
details and also creates new ownership record(s) to reflect the change of
ownership for the household member and the recipient.

A household member may request to reverse a previous ownership transfer
to an individual. The caseworker can reverse either all or a partial percent-
age of the original ownership transfer. If the percentage reversed is equal to
or less than the amount owned by the recipient, the system updates the
household member's ownership record with the transfer reversal details and
creates new ownership records to reflect the change of ownership due to the
transfer reversal. Note that a number of partial reversals can be processed up
to the original percentage amount of the ownership transferred.

A household member may also transfer their current ownership of a re-
source to a Trust. The fair market value of ownership is calculated using the
percentage owned by the household member and the fair market value of the
resource. An ownership transfer to a trust cannot be reversed.
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Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered in
the U.S.A. IBM may not offer the products, services, or features dis-
cussed in this document in other countries. Consult your local IBM
representative for information on the products and services currently
available in your area. Any reference to an IBM product, program,
or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equival-
ent product, program, or service that does not infringe any IBM in-
tellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the
user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-
IBM product, program, or service. IBM may have patents or pending
patent applications covering subject matter described in this docu-
ment. The furnishing of this document does not grant you any li-
cense to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing

IBM Corporation

North Castle Drive

Armonk, NY 10504-1785

U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or
send inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing

Legal and Intellectual Property Law.

IBM Japan Ltd.

1623-14, Shimotsuruma, Yamato-shi

Kanagawa 242-8502 Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or
any other country where such provisions are inconsistent with local
law: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORA-
TION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WAR-
RANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do
not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain
transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typograph-
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ical errors. Changes are periodically made to the information herein;
these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publica-
tion. IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s)
and/or the program(s) described in this publication at any time
without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are
provided for convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an
endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are
not part of the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web
sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any
way it believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for
the purpose of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between in-
dependently created programs and other programs (including this
one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has been ex-
changed, should contact:

IBM Corporation

Dept F6, Bldg 1

294 Route 100

Somers NY 10589-3216

U.S.A.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and
conditions, including in some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed
material available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the
IBM Customer Agreement, IBM International Program License
Agreement or any equivalent agreement between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a con-
trolled environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operat-
ing environments may vary significantly. Some measurements may
have been made on development-level systems and there is no guar-
antee that these measurements will be the same on generally avail-
able systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been es-
timated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this
document should verify the applicable data for their specific envir-
onment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the
suppliers of those products, their published announcements or other
publicly available sources.

IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy
of performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-
IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products
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should be addressed to the suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject
to change or withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and ob-
jectives only

All IBM prices shown are IBM's suggested retail prices, are current
and are subject to change without notice. Dealer prices may vary.

This information is for planning purposes only. The information
herein is subject to change before the products described become
available.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily
business operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the
examples include the names of individuals, companies, brands, and
products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the
names and addresses used by an actual business enterprise is entirely
coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source
language, which illustrate programming techniques on various oper-
ating platforms. You may copy, modify, and distribute these sample
programs in any form without payment to IBM, for the purposes of
developing, using, marketing or distributing application programs
conforming to the application programming interface for the operat-
ing platform for which the sample programs are written. These ex-
amples have not been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM,
therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or
function of these programs. The sample programs are provided "AS
IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be liable for any
damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative
work, must include a copyright notice as follows:

© your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived
from IBM Corp. Sample Programs.

© Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights re-
served.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and
color illustrations may not appear.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trade-
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marks of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many
jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might be
trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM trade-
marks is available on the Web at "Copyright and trademark informa-
tion" at http://www.ibm.com/legal/us/en/copytrade.shtml.

Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. Other
company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service
marks of others.
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